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CONTINUUM PROBLEM AT MEASURABLE CARDINALS 

Aleksandar JOV ANOVIC 

Exposition 

Given any set, how to evaluate the cardinal of its power set? The above is~ 
known as continuum problem. In ZFC, initial ordinals can be taken to represent 
cardinals. Thence the problem reads: determine function F, sO that for al1 
ordinals ex: 
(0) 2"''''=<UF(OC)' 

Cantor has proved that 2"''''~<uoc+ l' for all ex. Therefore we can split F" 
so that 

(1) <UF(OC) = <Uoc+f(oc)' 

Putting /(cx) = 1, for exEOrd, we obtain a formulation of generalised continuum 
hypothesis (GCH). 

(2) 
and 
(3) 

It is known that 

cx:::;;~ implies F(cx):::;;F(~) 

The (3) is known as K6nig's lemma. 
Here we shall first list important recent progress on the matter, assuming: 

the fundamental results of G6del and' Cohen are known. 
In [7] Silver has proved the following theorem. 

1.1. THEOREM: if <U oc is a singular cardinal of cofinality greater than. 
<u, then: 

(4) V~<ex2"'13=<U13+1 implies 2"''''=<UOC +l' 

However, the problem of all singular cardinals is stilI unsolved. In J. Stern [8JI 
we found the following hypothesis on singular cardinals, for which the consistency 
and independence are open questions. HCS: let <U oc be a singular cardinal. Then 

(4') V~<ex2"'13=<U13+1 implies 2"''''=<uoc +I ' 

Jensen in [6] has proved the next theorem. 
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1.2. THEOREM: if negation of HCS is consistent with ZFC so is the axiom 
of uncountable measurable cardinals (AM). 

For regular cardinals we have the fundamental result of Easton [3]: 

1.3. THEOREM: for any function F defined on all ordinals (1. such that 
CJ)~ is a regular cardinal and F satisfies (2) and (3), consistency of ZFC implies the 
consistency of ZFC+EAF. Here EAF is the formula 

V (1.EDom (F) 2"'''= CJ)F(cx)' 

Here we note that 1.3. theorem, we found in Jech [5], theorem 37, in 
a somewhat .different notation. There presented formulation is adjusted for the 
following theorem that we have proved. Let F and! be defined by (0) and (1). 
From Chang and Keisler [1], section 4.2. we know that if there is an uncoun
table measurable cardinal then there is a normal ultrafilter on it. 

1.4. THEOREM: let k be an uncountable measurable cardinal and let D 
be a normal ultrafilter on it. Then 

(5) 

(6) 

{~<K:21~1=1~1+}ED implies 2k=k+. 

I!(k) 1<1 TI!(~) I· 
D . 

Above IXI denotes a cardinal of X, IT is ultraproduct modulo normal 
D 

filter D. (5) says that if continuum hypothensis is true on a set in D, then it is 
true at measurable cardinal k. Hence it implies that the value 2k is determined 
when continuum hypothesis holds on a set in D. (5) is the special case of (6) 
which can be read as: the number of cardinals (1. such that k<(1.<2k, is con-
strained with the value of In!(~)I. Here !(~) is a nonempty subset of k, 

D 
which enumerates the cardinals from CJ)13 to 2"'1" 

Now it is evident that the axiom of uncountable measurable cardinals con
tradicts the Easton's result given in 1.3. theorem; to check that, let k and D 
be as in 1.4. theorem. Define F 

FW={(1.+1W(1.*k~dif~=~ 
(1.+2 if! (1.=k 

This F satisfies (2) and (3), so by the conclusion of 1.3. theorem we can take 
as axiom 

V ocEDom(F) 2"'''=CJ)F(~)' 

But the set of all regular cardinals less then k belongs to D. Hence by (5) 
2k=k+, contradicting F(k)=k+2 which means that 2k=k++. Moreover, since 
(5) is a special case of (6), similiarly to above we see that if F violates the (6) 
ZFC+AM +EAF is inconsistent. What with the opposite question? Taking into 
account Silver's result that the consistency of ZFC + AM implies the consis
tency of ZFC+AM + GCH, we state the conjecture: let F be defined on all (1. 

for which CJ)~ is regular and let F satisfy (2), (3) and (6). Then the consis
tency of ZFC + AM implies the consistency of ZFC + AM + EAF. 
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As we have seen above, the continuum problem was separately treated for 
singular and regular cardinals. But according to (6), may F be such to prevent 
the existence of measurable cardinals? Then in ZFC +EAF, HCS would become 
a theorem. 

Proof 

First we list two D. Scott's results on normal measure, as we found them 
in the section 4.2. of Chang-Keisler [IJ. 

DEFINITION. A filter D over a measuralbe cardinal k is said to be 
normal if: 

1. D is an k-complete nonprincipal ultrafilter; 

2. in the ultrapower n < K, < >, the k-th element is the identity func
D 

tion on k. 

2.1. THEOREM: let k be an uncountable measurable cardinal. Then there 
is a normal ultrafilter over it. 

2.2. THEOREM: if k is a measurable cardinal and D a normal ultra
filter on it then 

<R(k+I), E>:::n<R(~+I), E>. 
D 

2.3. COROLLARY: let <p(x) be a formula. Then 

<R(k+ I), E> 1= <p (k) if! {~<k: <R (~+ I), E > 1=<p(~)}ED. 

As a consequence of the above we note that the set of strongly inaccessible cardinals 
less than k belongs to D. Also 

I 11 R(~+ 1)1 =2k. 
D 

2.4. THEOREM: let D be an ultrafilter over a cardinal k .Let 

when ~ E k, then 

I n!(~) I = I {g!E~: g!<,d!} I· 
D 

PROOF: let gE n!(~). Then gEkk. Define 
/3Ek 

1. gD={hE n !(~):{i<k:g(i)=h(i)}ED}. 
(3Ek 

2. g!={hEkk: {i<k:g(i) =h(i)}ED}. 

It is clear that gDCg!. Define 'It:I1!(~)-+A, by 'ltgD=g!. 'It is 1-1. For, 
D 
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if gDi=hD and gD' hDETI f(~), then gDnhD= 0. Suppose that 1tgD=1thD. 
D 

Then g~=h~, and hence {i<k:g(i)=h(i)}ED. It follows that hD=gD. Con-

tradiction. Put F={g~E~:g~<Af~}. We shall prove that 1t(TI f(~»)=F. 
D 

Let gDEIT f(~). Then {~<k:g(~)<f(~)}=kED. It follows· that g~<Af~. 
D 

Hence g~EF. Let now g~EF. Then x={~<k:g(~)<f(~)}ED. Let gEkk be 
such that 

g(~)=g(~) if ~Ex 

g(~)= 1 if ~Ek\x. 

Then gEg~. But gE TI f(~) and gDETI f(~). Therefore 1tg~=g: and thus 
(3Ek D 

1t maps n f(~) onto F. 
D 

2.5. THEOREM let k be a measurable cardinal, D a normal ultrafilte,. 
over k. Then ~ = <A, <A) = IID <k, <) is well ordered with the relation. <A. 
Order type of ~ is greater thall 2k. 

PROOF. By lemma 4.2.l3. from [1], <A is a well ordering. Further 

2k= I TI R(~+ 1) kl IT <k, <) 1~2k. 
D D 

Hence order type ot ~~2k and obviously ot ~<12kl+; defining b as b(~)= 
= I R (~+ 1) " we see that bE k k and hence bD E~. The proof then follows. 
from 2.4. theorem and the fact that bD is not the last element in ~. 

2.6. COROLLARY for every fDE~ there is an ordinal YI so that fD is the 
Y/- th element of~, and 'IIDf(~) 1 =, Y/I; for every ordinal x<ot~ there is. 
an fx E kk, such that f~ is the x-th element in ~. 

Now we can give the proof of 1.4. theorem. 
Functions F andfare defined by (0) and (1); if ~<k then cfl~l<k,. 

w(3<k, F(~)<k, 2"'P<k and f(~)<k. Hence the restriction nkEkk and (ftk)DE 
ETI <k, <). We define 

D 

GI={gDE~:gD<AfD} and 

H = {hDE~: {~<k: h (~) E[w(3' w(3+/«(3»nCard} ED}. 

That is, for hDEH, h(~) is a cardinal and w(3~h(I3)<wl3+/(I3). Hence, for every' 
hD E H, there is some gD E G1 so that 

{~<k: h (~)=wl3+K(I3)}ED. Define 1t: H -+ G, with 

1t hD= gD iff (*). 

It is easy to check that 1t hD does not depend on elements of hD and that 7t: 

is 1-1. Therefore 
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Let x be a cardinal such that k~x<2k. By the 2.6. corollary there is 
an l"Ekk, such that I~ is the x-Ih ordinal in ~, ego Y/I< = x. From the same 
corollary 

I n I" (~) I = I G1" I = I xl = x. 
D 

For the function g with the domain k, define the functicn 

Igl=<Ig(~)I:~<k>. 
We have 

I TI I I" (~) 11 = I n jK (~) I = x. 
D D 

That implies 
IG11':.li=x and YI/"I~x, 

which means that 1/" I is at least x-th element in ~. Since 1/" ID~A I~ 
({~<k:I/"(~)I~/"(~)}ED), by choice of I" must be I"=DI/"I and hence 

X={~<k:f"(~) is·a cardinal}ED. 

Since Y
1

" = x~k and D is normal, we have 

{~<k :/" (~)~~}ED. 

Let Sinac (k) be the set of strongly ina~cessible cardinals less than k. As we 
noticed, Sinac(k)ED. Now we have 

either {~<k :/" (~)~Ctl~+/(~)} ED 

or {~<k :f"(~)<Ctl~+/(~)}ED. 

In the first case we would have 

{~EknSinac (k) :f"(~)~Ctl~+/(~) = b (~)}ED, 

which would imply 

2k~1 n f"(~) 1= I n f"(~) I· 
DnS (Sinac (k» D 

Hence Yr~2k, contradicting assumption for x.. 

Thus {~<k :/"(~)<Ctl~+/(f3)}ED. 
Since x ~ k and I" = D If'< I we have 

{~<k :/"(~)E[Ctlf3' Ctl~+/(f3»nCard}ED. 

It follows that there is some hDEH, so that l"EhD' or equally f~ EH. Since 
x#x' implies f~#f;;, we have 

thus completing the proof of (6). Now let 

X={~<k:21~'= I ~I+}ED. 
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This means that f(~)= 1, when ~EX. But from (6) we get 

If(k)I~/ n f(~)/= 1. Hence 2k=k+. 
DnS(x) 

NOTE: in the above proof we had nk defined on all ~<k; to apply the 
Baston's argument we need ftk to be defined on y={~<k:CJ.>~ is regular}. 
Since YED, such a difficulty can easily be avoided. 

From above it follows that actually 

2k :::;;;CJ.>k+ot (IT (f(~), <». 
D 
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